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ABSTRACT
AHA! is a simple Web-based adaptive engine, that was originally
developed to support an on-line course. This paper describes
AHA! version 2.0, a new major release that aims to significantly
increase the adaptive versatility of AHA! without sacrificing
AHA!’s simplicity that makes it easy to use. The new features in
AHA! are inspired by AHAM [4], a Dexter [6] based reference
model for adaptive hypermedia systems.

In this paper we shall only describe AHA! 2.0 features and
properties. Information on older versions can be found in previous
papers about AHA!, including [5]. Different versions of AHA!
and documentation about them can be found at the Website
http://aha.win.tue.nl/.

2. BRIEF OVERVIEW OF AHA!

ACM Categories

AHA! is a typical adaptive Web-based system, in the sense that
each time the user requests a page (by following a link) some
server-side software is activated that performs the following steps:

H5.2 (user interfaces), H5.4 (hypertext/hypermedia)
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1. INTRODUCTION
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In 1994 we started a course on Hypertext, consisting of lectures
and a Web-based course text. From 1996 on the lectures were
discontinued and the course text was augmented with adaptive
content and linking. Our adaptive software later became the AHA!
system [3, 5], for Adaptive Hypermedia Architecture. AHA! was
made available as Open Source. Its simple architecture (based on
Java Servlets, and XML and HTML for the pages) made it
possible to add adaptation to very different applications. AHA!
has been studied and used independently by several researchers/
educators from different parts of the world.
In 1999 we developed a reference model for adaptive hypermedia,
called AHAM (Adaptive Hypermedia Application Model) [4,7].
Based on the formal Dexter model for hypermedia [6] AHAM
provides a framework to express the functionality of most
adaptive hypermedia systems (or ahs). See [3] for a recent
overview of existing ahs and adaptive features. AHAM provided
most of the inspiration for the additions to AHA! that have
resulted in version 2.0, described in this paper.
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The requested page is retrieved from the local file system or
from a remote source. (AHA! can load pages from other web
servers through HTTP and adapt them just like local pages.)
The system loads a domain model of the application (or has
it in memory already). This model reveals how the requested
page relates to other pages or to higher level concepts.
The system loads a user model (or has it in memory). This
model contains some of the user’s aspects such as preferences, and an overlay model that shows how the user relates to
the pages and concepts of the domain model. In AHA! the
user model consists of a set of attribute/value pairs for each
concept or page. The author can define and name arbitrarily
many attributes (of type string, integer or Boolean).
The system loads an adaptation model (or has it in memory).
It contains rules that are used to update the user model based
on the access to the requested page, and rules to adapt the
presentation of the page to the individual user. The rules are
explained in Section 3.
The system executes the rules, and thus updates the user
model and presents the adapted page. The rule execution is
explained in Section 4.

The AHA! system deviates from this general scheme (dictated by
the AHAM model) in one detail: the domain model and
adaptation model are stored together.
According to Brusilovsky [3] there are two types of adaptation in
ahs: adaptive presentation and adaptive navigation support. In
AHA! these are implemented as follows:
•
•

Fragments in a page can be conditionally included. This is
most useful to add (short) extra explanations for users who
need them, or to remove unwanted elements from lists.
Links (actually, link anchors) can be shown in different
colors. AHA! uses three colors, called good, neutral and bad.
The color of a link anchor depends on the desirability of the
link, which in turn represents the desirability of the

destination (page) of the link. This desirability is expressed
using the same kind of condition as used for the conditional
inclusion of fragments. The good links, leading to desired
pages, are shown in blue by default. The neutral color,
purple by default, is used for links to desired pages that were
visited before. The bad color, black by default, is used for
links to undesired pages. AHA! disables the underlining of
links, so link anchors with the same color as normal text are
effectively hidden. The color scheme can be changed by the
end-user, to make the bad links visible if the user wants this.

3. THE DOMAIN/ADAPTATION MODEL
Concepts and pages and their associated adaptation rules are
represented using an XML file (stand-alone version) or a mySQL
database table (server version). We give a part of a tiny imaginary
example, in which a system has information about chocolate and
beer. We use an alternative syntax (more compact than AHA!):
<concept>
<name>de-koninck</name>
<desc>Beer from Antwerp</desc>
<requirement>beer.interest > 20</requirement>
<attribute name=”access” type=”bool” isPersistent=”false”>
<desc>standard attr: true when page accessed</desc>
<generate>
<requirement>beer.interest < 100</requirement>
<trueAction>beer.interest += 10</trueAction>
</generate>
<generate>
<requirement>chocolate.interest >= 5 and
chocolate.interest < 50</requirement>
<trueAction>chocolate.interest -= 5</trueAction>
</generate>
</attribute>
<attribute name=”interest” type=”int” isPersistent=”true”>
…
</concept>

The concept “de-koninck” corresponds to a page about the first
author’s favorite beer. This page is only desirable if the user’s
interest in beer is already greater than 20. (Links to the page will
be bad if the interest is too low and good or neutral otherwise.)
Each page has a volatile attribute, called “access” that is false by
default and becomes true temporarily when the page is accessed.
Within certain limits ready about de-konink raises the interest in
beer and decreases the interest in chocolate. The “interest” of dekoninck is a persistent attribute, meaning that it is permanently
stored in the user model. It too can have conditional actions to
update attributes of other concepts. Updates can be based on
constants (as in the example) or on the update to the rule’s
attribute. (Instead of the constant amount 10, a part of a change in
interest in de-koninck can be propagated to beer.interest.)

that time) are added to the queue. When a user accesses a page (by
following a link) the “access” attribute for that page becomes true.
The adaptation rules associated with this attribute are the first
ones examined and put in the queue (if their condition is true).
The process of rule executions (and adding more rules to the
queue) continues until the queue is empty and thus there are no
more rules to execute.
From research in active databases [1] we know that the rule
execution process is not guaranteed to terminate. In [7] we
showed how such problems can be detected at authoring time.
(AHA! currently does not yet warn authors about this.)

5. CONCLUSIONS / FUTURE RESEARCH
The “new” AHA! user model and adaptation engine greatly
improve the versatility of AHA!. Especially arbitrary adaptation
rules (unlike simple propagation of knowledge in educational
applications) are easier to express, as the example in section 3 has
shown. The extensions are based on the rule system presented in
[7] for the AHAM reference model.
In the future we want to extend AHA! by borrowing more ideas
from the AHAM:
•
links to concepts (not just pages), and a method to “select”
the best page to present when following such a link;
•
a way to express generic rules, so that rules don’t need to be
replicated for every page or concept they apply to.
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